t-minus ten nine eight seven six five

four three two one and liftoff of NOAA's

goes our America's most advanced weather

eye in the sky elevating environmental

intelligence to new heights and saving

lives

yes gun control response looks good now

find the zero angle attack phase of

flight pirates again mr. has dropped

down as scheduled

responses good rope program isn't weak

fire it's throwing down the listening to

the voice of Marty Malinowski one

standing by to actually x-cubed this is
the maximum aerodynamic pressure area

when mechanical stress on the rocket reaches its peak because of the Rockets

loss you and resistance created by the atmosphere s's atlas v booster has been thrown back up early and goes our spacecraft continued into flight

the United Launch Alliance Atlas booster doing its job

one minute 50 seconds into flight and first you solid rocket boosters will be jettisoned followed by about a second and a half later by boosters three and four coming up an SOP jettison and we
have the first pair and the second pair

it's like a good separation